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Dot and Bill on Dot s Knob in 1998

Dale Bennett and Muffy

Nachusa Reaches 3,000 Acres
A Tale of 25 Years of Land Protection

By Bill Kleiman, Project Director

I remember Dot
Wade telling me
several times that she
thought she might get
the Conservancy to buy
“just a few little prairie
remnants here, and now
look what we have
done.”

On December 15,
2010, the Conservancy
closed on the 355-acre
Orland property. This
wonderful rolling
remnant prairie and oak
savanna brings the
preserve total to over
3,000 acres. Ralph
Orland stated his
family’s interest "My parents, Drs. Frank and Phyllis, were
naturalists who were tremendously proud of the land they
preserved for over 50 years. The fact that the land
will return to its natural beginnings will be their legacy."

 Nachusa is a quarter century old this year. We have
protected 32 tracts during the last 25 years, from 10 acres
to 1,000 acres. Each tract protected had stories to tell with
deadlines to meet, funds to raise, and friends coming forth
out of many walks of life. The accompanying map shows
the tracts and the years of protection. Here are a few
stories from this quarter century of effort.
2007 – Bennett Woods 35 acres

Several years before
buying this tract our fire crew
was gathered to burn the
savanna adjacent to Dale
Bennett’s oak woods. I had
called Dale Bennett that
morning and he stopped out
with his little dog in the cab of
his pickup, a fluffy poodle
standing on his lap, poking its
head out the window at our
gathering of fire crew in
yellow suits and helmets. We
talked about fire and why we
use fire to improve land health
and he recalled how when he
first bought the tract he could
see all the way to the back of it. Over the years his woods
filled in thick with invasive European honeysuckle shrubs
and the oaks and hickories were not regenerating due to

the extensive shade produced by the weedy shrubs. He
could sense the benefit of fire and noted that if we
included his unit we would not have to burn on a steep side
slope like we were about to do that day. A year later we
took him up on his offer and burned that unit again with
Dale’s property included, and it was easier. The fire top-
killed nearly all the invasive honeysuckle. Several years
later Dale and his wife, Mary, contacted us wanting to see
their woods protected for posterity. He reserved the
hunting rights for a few friends and family. Dale died in
2009 at the age of 76.
2006 – Simpson tract 195 acreas

Maxine and Willard Simpson are a local farm family.
Willard says he sold it to us “because we had kept it in
conservation reserve for over 30 years and I did not want
to see it torn up.” Maxine says “He got excited about it
when he realized it had real prairie.”
2002 – Hotchkiss Prairie 40 acres

Nancy Hotchkiss donated
40 acres of her beloved farm to
the preserve. Nancy and her late
husband, Jim, had been
involved with the Conservancy
for decades. Nancy summed up
why she donated this land:
“Watching in admiration as
acreage around us bloomed

Lately, Nancy is fired up about the new Friends of
Nachusa Grasslands and wants to sign up all of you as
members.

2000 – Thelma Carpenter Prairie 65 acres
We purchased this important remnant prairie from Don

and Nola Colwell. The Colwells have roots going back to
settlement days and had long ago used the prairie for
grazing cattle. Thelma Carpenter was a librarian for 32
years at the nearby Oregon Public Library. Thelma was a
prairie enthusiast and had us in her estate plan. When she
died, her donation was the largest by an individual to the
Conservancy in Illinois. This is ironic because Thelma
lived humbly enough to give folks a sense that she was not
likely to be such a donor. We would like to show you a
photo of Thelma, but no clear photo currently exists. Her
legacy is the library she loved and our Thelma Carpenter
Prairie.

Jim & Nancy Hotchkiss

with prairie flowers and grasses, we asked the Conservancy 
stewards to help plant a section of the farm in native species. 
It was a revelation how difficult it is to find seed from only a 
50-mile radius. The Conservancy harvested some from their 
existing tracts, and the rest was purchased from local grow-
ers and harvesters. The volunteers gridded out the acreage 
and experimented with the best methods of reseeding. I like 
to joke that it would have been cheaper just to donate the 
land to the Conservancy than to pay for the preciously scarce 
seeds to plant it. In the end, we did both.”
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Clarence Heinkel & Ralph Burnett

Hook Larson in the middle
next to Thelma Dahlberg.

May 26, 1987 – Dot Wade, Tim
Keller and Steve Packard looking

over Nachusa

1999 – Hook Larson Prairie 140 acres
Hook Larson drove in

the corporate circle of
Ingersoll Industries; he
was their chauffeur. For his
retirement, he dreamed of
fishing and hunting and
telling stories. Instead he
came down with Lou

1993 – Heinkel Units 330 acres
Clarence Heinkel loved rural landscapes and nature.

He grew up on an Iowa farm. He gave the Conservancy a
30-acre tract of land in the Chicago suburbs which he told
us to sell so we could buy 330 acres at Nachusa. Clarence
was introduced to the Conservancy by Ralph Burnett of
our Conservancy land protection staff. Those early years
of land protection success were under Ralph’s leadership.

Also in 1993,
chapter trustee
John Santucci led a
review of the
project which
produced an
affirming report
and the first full-
time manager of
the project, yours
truly.

1990 – Baumgardner 30 acres
 Sally and Max Baumgardner donated an easement on

30 acres of their land and Sally has been working on it
ever since to restore several sandy knobs and a sedge
meadow. Max has been a leader in historic building
preservation in the area.
1989 – Jay Meiners Wetlands 80 acres 

1986 – Project begins with
400 acres

Several years before we started in 1986, three local
citizens, Doug and Dot Wade and Tim Keller, drummed
up support to save what they could of the remnant habitats
at Nachusa. They promoted saving these lands to all sorts
of groups. About this time Steve Packard and Paul Dye of
the Conservancy organized a state-wide meeting in central
Illinois that concluded that some larger scale but degraded
sites, hopefully dotted with good quality remnants, would
be an additional priority for Illinois conservation. This all
came together in 1986 when the new director, Al Pyott,
and the Illinois Board of Trustees for The Nature
Conservancy authorized staff to start Nachusa Grasslands.
To attempt to restore a part of the landscape was a bold
and unprecedented conservation project. Some felt it
would be a waste of money, a distraction from protecting
small remnant prairies. Volunteers were to make this
vision happen. From a devloper with a vision of five- and
ten-acre house lots, the Conservancy purchased 400 acres.
Some of this acreage was bought an hour before a land
auction was to begin. The first year of Nachusa Grasslands
was very exciting.

For my part, my
years here have been
a fulfilling
experience. I have
seen many generous
acts from people of
all walks of life.
Annually, volunteers
give thousands of 
hours to care for the
land. Their detailed
prairie and woodland
restorations are 
considered some of
the best examples the
U.S. has to offer in habitat restoration. From small financial
gifts to very large ones, donors have given their wealth,
friendship, and encouragement. We have created a com-
munity of people who want to see this project succeed.
Those of you who know this work realize the next 25 years
will require as much effort as the first 25 years. We need
more volunteers, donors, and Friends. We need you.
Contact us and offer support.

Jay Meiners

       Jay Meiners loved the outdoors and in business loved 
to work. His work was building a dry foods business that 
continues today with the next generation of Meiners. His 
son Jeff summarizes the family’s donation: “When our 
dad, Jay Meiners, passed away in 1988, we felt that a 
dedicated tract of land to be set aside as a wetlands area 
would be an appropriate way to memorialize Jay, who was 
an avid outdoorsman.  At the time, the Nature Conser-
vancy was in the early stages of preserving the Nachusa 
Grasslands and we felt that they would be the perfect 
stewards for managing this memorial. Together we found 

and purchased an eighty acre 
piece of property that met our 
needs as well as the Nature 
Conservancy's needs and 
twenty plus years later this 
property stands as a very 
fitting memorial to a dear 
family member.”

Gehrig’s disease and died 
within a few years. As his 
health spiraled down, he was 
looking for a way to protect 
wildlife habitat and our friend Jeff Meiners pointed him 
towards Nachusa. From his donation we protected this fine 
140-acre tract with some of the best remnant prairie on the 
preserve.
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Tour through Big Woods during the 2nd Annual Friends Prairie Potluck

The 2nd Annual Friends Meeting

Photo by Ron Cress

Photo by Ron Cress
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Kim Schmidt spoon launching some
of the 2010 s orchid seed harvest in

Prairie Potholes
Photo by Heather Baker.

Jay hand planting his “step in” mix on his new
11 acre planting last November.

Photo by Heather Baker.

101 Eastern Prairie Fringed Orchids found
blooming in Prairie Potholes last June
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Gene Miller 1928-2010

Nachusa autumn sunrise by Robert Shaw

Views at Nachusa offer a glimpse of what the
land looked like before settlement

Photo by Heather Baker.
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Howard Fox and Gene Miller building the
visitor s entrance kiosk

Beautiful open grown 200+ year white
oak commonly found throughout Orland
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Kevin Rohling collecting stiff aster
Photo by Heather Baker.

Our new prairie combine purchased last fall greatly 
increased our mechanical harvest. The seed will be 
used to enhance existing wildlife habitat at Nachusa 
and will also be available to surrounding landowners 
wanting to improve wildlife habitat on their property. 
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Al and Mary in their 2007 planting which was
planted with over 130 species.
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Chief Shabbona 

Native Americans at 
Nachusa Grasslands 

By Mary Vieregg 

“Have there been any Native American artifacts found 
at Nachusa?” The simple answer is “no”, but it doesn’t 
address the curiosity people have about Native Americans 
who once experienced the Nachusa landscape. 

According to the Illinois State Museum, Paleo-Indians 
were in the Nachusa area as early as 10,000-12,000 years 
ago. Sites distinguished by characteristic stone spear points 
and scrapers are located along both the Rock and Green 
Rivers. With a climate cooler than today, the area was 
covered first with coniferous forest and then with a thick 
deciduous forest of oak, elm, ash, and hickory. These first 
nomadic humans in the area might have seen mastodons, 
long-horned bison, muskox, and caribou. 

The Archaic period (10,000-3000 years ago) was a 
time of incredible change. The climate warmed and 
prairies developed. The mega-mammals of the Archaic 
were replaced by our more familiar Illinois fauna. The 
hunter/gatherers now had new tools and began to live in 
river valley villages where by the end of the period, they 
were also cultivating native plants. Domesticated dogs 
played a role in hunting. Burial ceremonies including 
mound building began late during this time period. Several 
Archaic sites have been identified along the Rock River 
where trade goods from the Atlantic seaboard, the Gulf of 
Mexico, and Lake Superior have been found. 

Native Americans 
during the Woodland 
period (3000-1250 years 
ago) started developing 
characteristic pottery and 
cultivating more varieties 
of native plants and later 
corn, beans, and squash. 
The bow and arrow 
greatly increased the 
efficiency of hunting, 
and trading networks 
expanded. Someday we 
might find artifacts at 
Nachusa from this time 
period because by the 
end of it, these folks 
were not only 
establishing settlements 
along the Rock River but 
also in other parts of 
Illinois along some 
tributary streams like 

Franklin Creek and even on upland locations. The Albany 
Mounds in Whiteside County were built about 2200 to 
1700 years ago and predate the Cahokia and Dickson 
Mounds of the Mississippian period. 

Very few sites from the Mississippian period (1100- 
550 years ago) are found in our part of the state, although 
there are many south, west, and east of Nachusa. This was 
the time of temple mounds and a complex, far-reaching 
trade network. It was followed by a period where there 
seems to have been very little habitation in northern 

Illinois. This coincides with the “Little Ice Age” during 
which the winters were significantly colder and wetter 
shortening the growing season. Bison and elk became 
more common. People archaeologists call the Oneota 
arrived from the northwest during this Late Prehistoric 
Period (700 – 300 years ago) but left signs of their 
presence at only a couple of sites along the Rock River. 

The Historic period began about 400 years ago with 
the arrival of the Europeans. By the mid-1600s, eastern 
tribes with European firearms had put tremendous pressure 
on the tribes of the upper Midwest. Perhaps 20,000 
refugees of several Algonquin tribes (Ottawa, Fox, Sauk, 
Pottawatomi, Kickapoo, Chippewa, and others) first 
moved west and north from their traditional homes and 
then south into northern Illinois. For example, the 
Kickapoo moved out of Michigan around the southern end 
of Lake Michigan and by 1680 were living on the middle 
Rock River. By 1729, they were centered along the Lower 
Rock and then continued to move south and back east 
again. 

The Potawatomies who in 1600 were living in the 
northern third of Michigan’s Lower Peninsula moved into 
northern Wisconsin and lived there until 1687 when the 
Iroquois were driven back to New York. They then moved 
south in bands. The Prairie Band was living along the 
Rock River and throughout much of northern and central 
Illinois by the 1770s. 

 Just prior to non-native settlement of the Nachusa area 
in the 1820s, the Rock River served as the very loose 
dividing line between the Winnebagoes to the west and the 
Potawatomies to the east (south to the Illinois River). John 
Dixon was named “Nachusa” meaning “long white hair” 
when he was adopted into the Winnebago tribe sometime 
after 1830. Most of the Potawatomie lived along the Rock 
River in semi-permanent villages during the summer, 
larger camps during the winter, and scattered small group 
camps during the spring and fall. 

So, why haven’t we found any Native American 
artifacts at Nachusa? It’s probably because it’s not close 
enough to the Rock River. Native Americans undoubtedly 
hunted and gathered food across the Nachusa landscape for 
thousands of years, but their settlements were primarily 
along rivers. Keep your eyes open, though. You never 
know what you might find. 

Native American Artifacts found along the Rock River near 
Nachusa Grasslands 
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Nachusa Grasslands is owned and operated by The Nature Conservancy, a private, non-profit group 
whose mission is to preserve the plants, animals and natural communities that present the diversity of 

life on Earth by protecting the lands and waters they need to survive.

The Nature Conservancy
Nachusa Grasslands Preserve
8772 S. Lowden Road
Franklin Grove, IL 61031
(815) 456-2340
www.nature.org
www.nachusagrasslands.org
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